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Spin–orbit effects in photodissociation of sodium iodide
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Ab initio configuration interaction calculations of the electronic binding energies, spin–orbit
coupling matrix elements and transition dipole moments of NaI are presented. The results are used
to construct adiabatic and diabatic representations of the 01 molecular states relevant to predissoci-
ation. The dynamics of photopredissociation is elucidated by multichannel time-dependent wave
packet propagation in the diabatic representation. Specific features associated with the spatial and
temporal evolution of the wave packet are ascribed to those observed in femtosecond pump–probe
experiments. In particular, the rate of decay of the electronically excited NaI* complex is found to
be in close agreement with time-resolved experimental studies. Partial photoabsorption cross
sections for the production of iodine atoms in the ground (2P3/2) and excited (2P1/2) spin–orbit
states are calculated and found to peak at excitation wavelengths of 322 and 263 nm, respectively,
in accord with experimental data. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01228-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photodissociation of a diatomic molecule constitutes o
of the simplest examples of photochemistry. Since this
curs on the time scale of a vibrational period of the molecu
femtosecond transition state spectroscopy has becom
ideal tool for studying real-time dynamics of chemical rea
tions, as illustrated in a number of elegant experiments
Zewail and co-workers.1–5 The dynamics of dissociation i
modified if an excited-state potential curve exhibits
avoided crossing with another potential curve, giving rise
interesting features in the time-resolved dynamics. This
curs for alkali–metal halide systems, in which the lowe
excited 21S1 covalent potential curve crosses the bou
ionic X 1S1 potential curve at a value of the internucle
separation of about 10–15 a.u. The crossing arises bec
the energy required to dissociate these polar molecules
ions is higher than that required to separate into neutra
oms. This is a classic example of Landau–Zener-type cu
crossing and alkali–metal halides have been prototypes
such studies.

Among alkali halides, NaI is perhaps the most exte
sively investigated system and is also the subject of
study. Despite an impressive number of experimental1–6 and
theoretical studies7–15on this and other alkali halide system
theoretical understanding of the exact nature of the exci
state potential curve~s! is far from complete. In particular
the effect of the spin–orbit interaction that give rises
I( 2P3/2) and I(2P1/2) products has never been explicitly co
sidered. The substantial energy difference between I(2P3/2)
and I(2P1/2) ~0.942 eV! quantitatively changes the nature

a!Electronic mail: nbalakrishnan@cfa.harvard.edu
1510021-9606/2000/113(4)/1514/10/$17.00
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the potential curves near the crossing region. In particu
the nature of the second crossing that occurs at a large
ternuclear separation between the ionic curve and the c
lent curve separating to Na1I( 2P1/2) has not been explored
and its influence, if any, on the dynamics is not understo
This is important because the threshold for Na1I( 2P1/2) pro-
duction lies in the midst of the Franck–Condon energy zo
for excitation of the electronic state correlating
Na1I( 2P3/2).

Alkali–metal halides have been the focus of attention
a number of recent experimental and theoretical invest
tions of quantum control of chemical reactions,13,14,16and an
accurate description of the potential curves and spin–o
coupling elements is essential for a quantitative compari
with experiments. A recent high-resolution continuous wa
laser measurement of predissociating linewidths in NaI,
example, clearly demonstrated the need for more accu
potential energies and coupling elements.6

Here we presentab initio calculations of binding ener
gies, spin–orbit couplings, dipole moments and diabatic c
pling elements for NaI and investigate its photopredissoc
tion dynamics. The diabatic potential curves and couplin
are made use of in a time-dependent wave packet dyna
calculation to determine the probabilities and partial cro
sections for dissociating into different fine-structure states
the iodine atom. We show that inclusion of the spin–or
coupling nearly quantitatively reproduces the observed pe
in the absorption spectrum.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we give t
details of theab initio calculations of the adiabatic potentia
energies, spin–orbit matrix and transition dipole moments
Sec. III, we describe a procedure for constructing diaba
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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potential-energy curves and coupling elements that are
able for the dynamics calculations from the correspond
spin–orbit Hamiltonian. The time-dependent quantu
mechanical approach used to investigate the predissocia
dynamics is described in Sec. IV. The results are presente
Sec. V and a summary and conclusions of our findings
given in Sec. VI.

II. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS

In the present treatment, core electrons of the sod
atom are described by the relativistic electron core poten
~RECP! of Pacios and Christiansen,17 with the 2s, 2p, and
3s electrons included in the valence space. A RECP of
same shape-consistent type is also employed for the io
atom,18 for which only seven outer 5s and 5p electrons are
treated explicitly via basis functions. The atomic basis
employed for Na has been taken from Ref. 10 and consis
(6s6p3d)/@5s5p3d# Gaussian orbitals. The iodine atom
basis is an uncontracted set (6s7p3d1 f ) and is described in
more detail in our previous work.19

The first step in the present molecular calculations i
self-consistent-field~SCF! computation of thē s2p4 1S1

ground state. At this stage, as well as in the configura
interaction ~CI! step, calculations are carried out with th
spin-independent part of the RECP~AREP! and include only
scalar relativistic effects, whereas the spin–orbit interact
is introduced at the last stage. The CI calculations are car
out using the conventional multireference single- a
double-excitation~MRD-CI! method,20 including configura-
tion selection. The Table CI algorithm21 is employed for ef-
ficient handling of the various open-shell cases genera
All calculations are carried out inC2v symmetry. Since the
main emphasis of this study is to calculate potential-ene
curves for the three lowestV501 states for analyzing the
photopredissociation process, the MRD-CI calculations h
been carried out for only two1A1(1S1) roots and one roo
each of the singlet or triplet symmetry. This set of sta
includes1,3S1 and1,3P symmetries converging to the lowe
Na(2S)1I( 2P) dissociation limit, as well as the ionic1S1

state dissociating to Na1(1S)1I2(1S) and the1,3D states
going to the Na(2P)1I( 2P) asymptote. The calculation
typically include 4–7 reference configurations for eachL
2S symmetry, generating (5 – 19)•105 symmetry-adapted
functions, of which 38 000–61 000 functions have been
lected by imposing an energy threshold of 0.1mEh . The
above set of generated and selected configurations is ty
for internuclear separations in the Franck–Condon reg
and becomes substantially smaller at larger values ofR as the
correlation effects become less important.Ab initio results
are obtained at internuclear distances ranging from 3.7
25 a.u.

The lowestL2S states are shown in Fig. 1. TheX 1S1

state is dominated by thes2p4 ionic configuration and is
strongly bound. The lowest pair of excited states,3P and
1P, both arise from the sames2p3s* covalent configura-
tion. The energy difference between these two states is
ponentially small due to the weak exchange interaction
tween thep ands* electrons. These electrons are localiz
far from each other on the I and Na atoms, respectively.
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3S1 and 1S1 states, that havesp4s* configuration as the
dominant configuration, lie somewhat higher in the Franc
Condon region since the energy required for electron exc
tion from the bondings orbital is higher than that from the
iodinep lone pair. As one can see from Fig. 1, all low-lyin
covalent states are repulsive. An avoided crossing betw
the ionicX 1S1 and covalent 21S1 states, which occurs at
distance of;15.5 a.u., leads to the adiabatic dissociation
the ground state to the lowest atomic limit and formation
a minimum on the 21S1 potential curve. It is interesting to
note that this avoided crossing is calculated to lie at a m
larger distance than the experimentally determined value
R513.1 a.u., between the two lowest 01 states. The ground
X 1S1 state dissociation energy obtained at this stage of
calculation is 3.343 eV, significantly larger than 3.06122 and
3.086 eV,10 calculated earlier at an analogous level of tre
ment.

Inclusion of the spin–orbit interaction leads to the sp
ting of the 3P and 3S1 states as well as to the coupling o
the singlet and triplet states of the sameV symmetry. The
resulting V states are shown in Fig. 2. The groun
X 1S0

1(X01) state is weakly influenced by the spin–orb
interaction—its energy is lowered by 20–30 cm21 in the
Franck–Condon region. The calculated equilibrium distan
of Re52.751 Å and vibrational frequency of 256 cm21 for
the ground state are in good agreement with the experime
values:Re52.7115 Å andve5258 cm21.23 The V52 state
is the lowest excited state and has nearly pure3P character.
The firstV51 state is characterized by a strong mixture
the 3P and1P states and lies very close to the 2~I! state, as
should be in the present case where the spin–orbit interac
is much stronger than the exchange interaction. These s
are followed by the 02~I! and 1~II ! states. The 02~I! state is
composed of3P and 3S1 states and the 1~II ! state is com-
posed of1P, 3P, and 3S1 states. The above states are
repulsive and converge to the lowest Na(2S)1I( 2P3/2)
atomic limit.

In contrast to the 01 ground state, the second and thir

FIG. 1. Potential-energy curves for the low-lyingL2S states of the NaI
molecule calculated without including spin–orbit coupling.
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1516 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 4, 22 July 2000 Alekseyev et al.
01 states are strongly influenced by the spin–orbit inter
tion. The 01~II ! state ~usually denoted asA!, contrary to
what is commonly assumed, is not of pure 21S1 character,
but is a mixture of3P ~62.6%! and 21S1 ~37.4%! at the
value ofR55.2 a.u. The third 01 ~hereafter denoted asB01!
consists of the sameL2S states, but with an orthogona
composition. The spin–orbit interaction also lowers the d
sociation asymptote for the adiabaticX01 state by 0.29 eV
~at 25.0 a.u.!, which in turn leads to a significant shift o
the X2A crossing point to shorter distances. Extrapolat
the B01 potential curve fromR525 a.u. to infinity with an
attractive Coulomb potential, leads to an ionic dissociat
limit that lies 2.079 eV above the Na(2S)1I( 2P3/2) asymp-
tote, in excellent agreement with the difference of t
Na atom ionization potential~5.138 eV! and the I atom elec-
tron affinity ~3.0591 eV!. This indicates that the relative po
sitions of the ionic and covalent 01 states at large internu
clear separations are reproduced correctly in the pre
calculations.

There are threeV states which are accessible from t
X01 ground state via dipole-allowed transitions at excitat
energies of 30 000–33 500 cm21. These are theA01 state,
with a vertical excitation energy of 32 380 cm21, and two
V51 states: 1~I! ~30 220 cm21! and 1~II ! ~31 696 cm21!.
The A01←X01 transition is the strongest~D1250.862 a.u.
at Re55.2 a.u.!, but transitions to the 1~I, II ! states are also
fairly strong, with the perpendicular transition dipole m
ments of 0.265 and 0.225 a.u., respectively, atRe55.2 a.u.
Therefore, perpendicular optical transitions via the 1~I,II !
molecular states lead to the background production
I( 2P3/2) at lower excitation energies. While theA01←X01

transition is characterized by the strong 21S1←X 1S1 con-
tribution, the 1~I,II !←X01 transitions borrow their intensity
from the 11P←X 1S1(s* ←p) transition. In the presen
study, we shall concentrate, however, on the dissocia
processes on the 01 potential-energy curves which hav
been the focus of a number of femtosecond laser spec
copy studies in recent years.

FIG. 2. Potential-energy curves for the lowest electronic states of the
molecule calculated including spin–orbit coupling.
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III. POTENTIAL CURVES

The adiabatic potential curves and the eigenvectors
the dipole matrix between theX 1S1 and the 21S1 poten-
tials are used to construct the corresponding diabatic po
tial curves and dipole moments. The diabatic representa
is more convenient for solving the time-dependent Sch¨-
dinger equation with the coupled electronic states beca
the nuclear kinetic-energy operator is diagonal and the c
plings are restricted to the off-diagonal part of the potent
energy matrix. The dipole moments in the diabatic repres
tation are obtained by diagonalizing the correspond
adiabatic dipole matrixD,

d5U†DU, ~1!

where U is the eigenvector matrix andU† is its conjugate
transpose. It may be mentioned thatU is also the transfor-
mation matrix between the diabatic and adiabatic represe
tion of theX 1S1 and 21S1 potential curves. In Fig. 3, we
show the dipole moments of the ground and the excited-s
potentials and the transition dipole moment connecting th
The change in the sign of the adiabatic dipole moments at
crossing is due to change in the character of the ionic
covalent wave functions. The computed dipole moment
the experimental equilibrium distance of the NaI grou
state is 9.44 Debye, in good agreement with the value of 9
Debye by Sakaiet al.10 and the experimental value of 9.2
Debye by Hebertet al.24

The electronic Hamiltonian matrix relevant to the 01

adiabatic potential curves shown in Fig. 2 may be written

Hso55
X 1S1 0 a 2a

0 2 1S1 b 2b

a b 3Px c

2a 2b c 3Py

6 , ~2!

aI

FIG. 3. Dipole moments between the ground and first excited1S1 states of
NaI in the adiabatic and diabatic representations. The solid and da
curves are, respectively, the dipole moments in the ionic and covalent s
of NaI. The adiabatic dipole moments and the transition dipole moment
shown by the symbols:X 1S1 ~open circles!; 2 1S1 ~open triangles!; tran-
sition dipole moment~open squares!.
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1517J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 4, 22 July 2000 Photodissociation of sodium iodide
where the matrix elementsa, b, andc are, respectively, the
X 1S1 –3Px , 2 1S1 –3Px , and 3Px–3Py spin–orbit cou-
plings, shown in Fig. 4. The diagonal elements in Eq.~2! are
the adiabatic potential energies.

Of the four adiabatic potentials resulting from the diag
nalization of the spin–orbit Hamiltonian, three haveV
501 molecular symmetry and one hasV52 molecular
symmetry. TheV52 potential curve is purely repulsive an
correlates with the ground-state covalent fragments. It d
not exhibit a radial avoided crossing with the 01 potential
curves and is omitted in the dynamics calculation.

The Hamiltonian matrix in Eq.~2! refers to the interac-
tion in the adiabatic representation. We define a diabatic
through a transformation

Vd5S†HsoS, ~3!

where the transformation matrixS with conjugate transpos
S† is constructed from the eigenvector matrixU and the co-
efficients of the linear combination of the3Px and the3Py

states that give rises to theB01 potential

S55
U11 U12 0

U21 U22 0

0 0
1

&

0 0 2
1

&

6 , ~4!

whereUi j are elements ofU. The nonsquare matrixS ex-
cludes the contribution from theV52 electronic state which
does not play a role in the predissociation dynamics.

This transformation gives the correct ionic curve but t
two covalent potential curves are shifted from the cor
sponding adiabaticA01 and theB01 potential curves in the
limit R→` with a constant coupling matrix elementV23

d . A
coupling matrix element that is finite in the asymptotic lim
is problematic and is due here to the strong spin–orbit m
ing of theX 1S1 and3P symmetries at large distances, s
Fig. 4. To remedy this problem, we diagonalize the 232

FIG. 4. Spin–orbit coupling elements as functions of the internuclear s
ration: The matrix elementa is shown by the solid curve, the matrix eleme
b is shown by the dotted curve and the matrix elementc is shown by the
dashed curve. The labels refer to theHso interaction matrix in Eq.~2!.
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block of the diabatic potential matrixVd, consisting of the
two covalent diabatic potentials at a very large value ofR
;108 a.u., to match the diabatic potentials with the adiaba
A01 and B01 potentials at infinity. Applying the~R-
independent! transformation that diagonalizes the 232
block at infinity to the diabatic potential-energy matrix at a
values of R yields an improved set of diabatic potenti
curves that have smooth characteristics and tend asymp
cally to the correct dissociation thresholds. In Fig. 5, w
show the adiabatic and diabatic potential curves as funct
of R. The energy splitting between the I(2P3/2) and the
I( 2P1/2) spin–orbit states obtained from our calculation
7322 cm21, in satisfactory agreement with the experimen
value of 7603 cm21.

The first crossing between the ionic potential and
covalent potential correlating with the Na1I( 2P3/2) products
occurs atR1513.5 a.u. The energy splitting between th
X01 and theA01 potentials at this separation is 0.098 e
which is in close agreement with the semiempirical value
0.1 eV by Grice and Herschbach.25 Sakaiet al.10 obtained a
value of 0.13 eV atR1513.5 a.u. The second crossing, b
tween the ionic potential and the excited covalent poten
correlating with the Na1I( 2P1/2) products, occurs atR2

523.7 a.u. It is worth noting that the value of the first cros
ing, R1513.5 a.u., is smaller than the crossing value of 1
a.u., obtained excluding the spin–orbit interaction.

Figure 6 shows the diabatic coupling matrix elements
a function of the internuclear distance. The off-diagonal co
pling matrix elements exhibit exponential and inverse pow
law dependence withR at large internuclear distances; a
attractive feature for performing multichannel quantu
mechanical calculations. Roseet al.2 modeled the diabatic
coupling elementV12

d as a Gaussian centered at the cross
with a value of 0.055 eV atR1513.1 a.u. As seen in Fig. 6
V12

d obtained from our calculation is not a Gaussian and fa
off exponentially at large internuclear separations. The m
nitude of the coupling strength at the first crossing is 0
eV, in accord with that adopted by Roseet al.,2 Schaefer

a-
FIG. 5. Adiabatic and diabatic potentials obtained by including spin–o
coupling. The adiabatic potential curves are denoted by the symbols:X01

~open circles!; A01 ~open squares!; B01 ~open triangles!. The correspond-
ing diabatic potential curves are denoted by the broken lines: Ionic~dotted
curve!; lowest excited covalent state~dashed curve!; second excited cova-
lent state~dashed–dotted curve!.
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1518 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 4, 22 July 2000 Alekseyev et al.
et al.,26 and in close agreement with the semiempirical v
lence bond calculation of Peslherbeet al.15 who obtained a
value of 0.06 eV.

IV. PHOTODISSOCIATION DYNAMICS

We use a time-dependent wave packet propaga
scheme27 to describe the photopredissociation dynamics
NaI on the three 01 potential curves. The time-depende
Schrödinger equation in the diabatic representation is writ
as

i\
]C~R,t !

]t
5HC~R,t !, ~5!

where C is a column vector of the wave functions,c i , i
51,3 which are, respectively, the components on theX01,
A01, andB01 electronic states. The Hamiltonian is

H5T1V52
\2

2m
I

d2

dR2 1V, ~6!

wherem is the reduced mass of the molecule,I is the 333
identity matrix andV is the diabatic potential-energy matr
~the superscriptd is omitted for brevity!. The diagonal ele-
mentsVi ,i , i 51,3 are the diabatic potential curves and t
off-diagonal elementsVi , j5Vj ,i are the diabatic couplings
The wave functions, potentials, and coupling elements
represented on a set of equally spaced grid points.
Schrödinger equation is solved using the split-opera
method28 which employs a symmetric splitting of the kinet
and potential energy operators to approximate the evolu
operator

C~R,t1Dt !5e2 iDtH/\C~R,t !

5e2 iDtV/2\e2 iDtT/\e2 iDtV/2\C~R,t !1O~Dt3!,

~7!

where Dt is the increment in time. The action of th
potential-energy operator is carried out in the coordin
space and that of the kinetic-energy operator in the mom
tum space, where it is diagonal. A fast-Fourier-transform
gorithm is used to switch efficiently between the coordin
and momentum spaces following the application of each

FIG. 6. Diabatic coupling elements as functions of the internuclear dista
Solid curve (V12); dashed curve (V23); dotted curve (V13).
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ponential operator. The exponential potential-energy par
Eq. ~7! is evaluated by diagonalizing the 333 potential-
energy matrix at each grid point in the radial coordinateR.

In the time-dependent quantum-mechanical formalis
the total photoabsorption spectrum as a function of the p
ton energy\v is given by the Fourier transform of the auto
correlation function29

s~v!5
2pv

3\c E
2`

`

dtw~ t !C~ t !eiEt/\, ~8!

whereE5Ev9J91\v is the total energy withEv9J9 being the
energy of the initial rovibrational eigenstate andC(t) is the
autocorrelation function. A Hann window functionw(t)51
1cos(pt/T) is included in Eq.~8!, because we truncate th
temporal integration limits to a finite range@2T,T#, whereT
is the total propagation time. This prevents undesirable s
bands in the absorption spectrum. The autocorrelation fu
tion is defined as the projection of the propagated wave fu
tion onto the initial state wave function at each time step

C~ t !5^C~ t50!uC~ t !&. ~9!

For Eq. ~8! to represent the photoabsorption spectrum,
initial state in Eq.~9! must be a product of the rovibrationa
wave function of the ground-state potential and the transit
dipole moment between the ground and excited electro
states. In the diabatic representation used here, the di
moment matrix is diagonal and the initial condition is give
by

c1~R,t50!5d1~R!fv9J9~R!,

c2~R,t50!50, ~10!

c3~R,t50!50,

wherefv9J9(R) is a rovibrational eigenfunction of the ioni
potential with vibrational and rotational quantum numbe
v9 andJ9 andd1 is the dipole moment matrix element give
by Eq. ~1!

The dissociation probability in each channel can be c
culated from the probability flux of the wave function at th
nuclear separationRf . The value ofRf is chosen such tha
the wave function has reached its asymptotic form but
not yet been attenuated by the absorbing potential. The p
ability flux in channeli is

Ji~ t !5
\

m
ImFc i~R,t !

]c i~R,t !

]R G
R5Rf

, ~11!

and the time-integrated flux yields the dissociation proba
ity. In the femtosecond laser pump–probe studies of NaI,
dissociation leading to Na1I product channel is monitored
by tuning a probe laser pulse in resonant with the D-line
the Na atom but delayed with respect to the pump la
pulse. When the probe laser pulse is detuned~off-resonance!
from the Na–D line, it detects the bound NaI* complex. The
time-evolution of the bound NaI* complex is usually fol-
lowed by monitoring the probability of the wave packet
the covalent channel (A01) for R<R1 :

e:
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1519J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 4, 22 July 2000 Photodissociation of sodium iodide
p2~ t !5E
0

R1
uc2~R,t !u2dR. ~12!

Due to the large values of the diabatic coupling matrix e
ments in the range 0<R<R1 ,p2(t) is highly oscillatory, see
Fig. 7. Accordingly, we determine the bound survival pro
ability from the wave packet in the adiabatic representat

p2
a~ t !5E

0

R1
uc2

a~R,t !u2dR, ~13!

where the superscripta refers to the adiabatic representatio
The diabatic to adiabatic transformation matrix is obtain
by diagonalizing the diabatic potential energy matrix.

To obtain the partial photodissociation cross section,
wave packet atRf is Fourier transformed from the time to th
energy domain

c i~E!5
1

2p E
0

`

c i~Rf ,t !exp~2 iEt/\!dt, ~14!

and the partial cross section in channeli is extracted accord
ing to30

s i~v!5
4p3

3ce0m
kivuc i~E!u2, ~15!

where ki5(1/\)A(2m(E2Vi(Rf)) is the wave vector in
channeli, Vi(Rf) is the value of the potential energy in cha
nel i at R5Rf , ande0 is the permittivity of free space. It ca
be shown that the total cross section in Eq.~8! is the sum of
the partial cross sections in Eq.~15!,30 i.e.

s tot~v!5(
i

s i~v!. ~16!

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider photoexcitation from the ground rovibr
tional ~v950 and J950! level in the ground~ionic! elec-
tronic state. The bound state wave functionf00(R) is com-
puted using the Fourier-grid Hamiltonian method.31

FIG. 7. Survival probability of the wave packet on theA01 adiabatic po-
tential curve as a function of time. This probability is related to the mot
of the wave packet on theA01 surface from origin to theR5R1 avoided
crossing. Note the rapid rate of decay of the peak amplitudes with t
Such rapid decay has been observed in experiment.
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-

The computedab initio potential-energy values and cou
pling elements are restricted to 3.75<R<25 a.u. For R
.17 a.u., the ionic potential curve is well approximated
the Coulomb potential. The two covalent diabatic poten
curves and the coupling elements are extended to large in
nuclear distances by fitting to exponentially decaying fun
tions of the formAL exp(2BL R) whereAL andBL are fitting
parameters. Theab initio data are interpolated using a cub
spline technique in the range 3.75<R<17 a.u. For R
>17 a.u., the Coulomb potential is used to represent
ionic curve and the exponential form is used for the coval
potentials and the coupling elements. The wave functio
potentials, and coupling elements are represented on
equally spaced grid of 2048 points with 3.0<R<50.0 a.u.
Absorbing potentials are added in the diagonal channels
R>45 a.u. to attenuate the dissociative wave packets
prevent reflection into the inner region.

The time-resolved dynamics of NaI predissociation h
been the subject of extensive experimental studies by Ze
and co-workers1–3 as well as a number of theoretica
explorations.1,2,7–9,12,14,16,32The main features of the dynam
ics are understood and good correspondence between th
and experiment has been achieved. However, the discus
of the dissociation process and the interpretation of the
perimental data have mostly centered around a two-s
model of the potential curves without explicitly addressi
the role of the spin–orbit interaction. Here, we provide
description of the temporal evolution of the wave packet
the three coupled electronic states and examine the spe
changes in dynamics that result from the inclusion of
spin–orbit coupling.

In Fig. 7, we show the ‘‘bound’’ survival probabilities
p2(t) and p2

a(t) evaluated in the diabatic and adiabatic re
resentations, respectively, as functions of the time during
first ten picoseconds of the evolution. This is an approxim
tion to the probe signal in the femtosecond pump–probe
periments when the probe laser frequency is tuned
resonance to the Na–D line, where it detects the fluoresce
from the bound NaI* complex. It is seen that the probabilit
as a function of time exhibits a series of damped oscillatio
with a period of;1.3 ps. The damping is due primarily t
predissociation leading to neutral Na1I( 2P3/2) products
whereas the oscillations occur due to the periodic motion
the wave packet on theA01 potential curve. The time scal
of the oscillations coincides with that found in the femtose
ond experiments of Zewail and co-workers.5 The rate of de-
cay of the peak amplitudes in Fig. 7 is also reminiscent of
observed decay.2 Previous theoretical calculations7 which at-
tempted to model the observed decay of the survi
probability8,9 reproduced the spacing between the osci
tions but not the rapid damping of the peak intensities. T
may be a consequence of using unrealistic diabatic coupl
a Gaussian localized at the crossing, and the neglect of
spin–orbit interaction.

The long-time evolution of the bound survival probab
ity p2

a(t) is shown in Fig. 8, fort<240 ps. Two different
time scales are clearly visible in the time-dependence of
survival probability: The narrow oscillations with the tim
scale of about 1.3 ps discussed above and the broad os
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tions ~or the dephasing and rephasing of the wave pac!
that recur with a period of about 35–40 ps. The latter os
lations were first seen in the experimental studies of Zew
and co-workers3 and subsequently investigated using wa
packet methods by Tang and Rice14 and using semiclassica
methods by Chapman and Child32 ~see the discussion on th
photodissociation cross sections below!. The broad oscilla-
tions arise due to the interference between quasi-bound s
with long predissociation lifetimes.

The dissociative wave packet carries signatures of
dynamics on the excited-state potentials. This can directly
followed from the probability flux,Ji(t) given by Eq.~11!.
The probability flux in the two covalent channels is shown
Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! as a function of the time. The probabilit
flux in the I(2P1/2) channel is shown in Fig. 9~a!. It is seen
that the excited-state product is formed in the first passag
the wave packet through the second crossing,R2 , with the

FIG. 8. Survival probability of the wave packet on the excitedA01 curve.
Note the revival of the wave packet with a characteristic period of ab
40 ps.

FIG. 9. Probability flux of the wave packet in the Na1I( 2P1/2) ~upper
panel! and Na1I( 2P3/2) dissociative channels~lower panel!. Note the sig-
natures of the interference in the wave packet at later times in the lo
panel.
t
l-
il

tes

e
e

of

Gaussian shape of the initial wave packet retained during
initial motion. The subsequent motion of the wave pac
does not lead to any noticeable production of the I(2P1/2)
product. However, as shown in Fig. 9~b!, in the I(2P3/2)
channel the flux appears as bursts separated by about 1.
but quickly becomes a train of waves modulated by interf
ence patterns formed at the avoided crossing,R1 . The sepa-
ration between the bursts is the same as that of the osc
tions in Fig. 7 for the bound part of the wave pack
Accordingly, a part of the wave packet is leaked to the d
sociative channel during each passage through the avo
crossing. The first burst in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! that appears a
about 0.8 ps arises from the first passage of the wave pa
through the avoided crossing and hence before the buildu
any interference. The time at which the initial burst appe
is arbitrary because it depends on the locationRf where the
flux is evaluated. However, the spacing between the adja
bursts is independent of the value ofRf providedRf.R1 .
The spread and additional structures in the subsequent b
arise due to dispersion and the multiple interferences
tween the different frequency components of the wa
packet on the excited-state potentials.

The dissociation probability in each asymptotic chan
is obtained by integrating the corresponding probability flu
The cumulative dissociation probabilities for the I(2P3/2) and
I( 2P1/2) products are shown in Fig. 10. The steplike structu
of the probability for the ground-state products separated
about 1.3 ps can easily be traced to the bursts in the ti
dependent flux shown in Fig. 9~b!. Similar stepwise build up
of the laser induced fluorescence from the free Na atoms
been observed in the femtosecond experimental studie1,2,4

when the probe laser is tuned to the sodium D-line. No s
step-wise buildup of the probability is seen for the excite
state products because the dissociation occurs primaril
the first transit of the wave packet through the seco
avoided crossing as shown in Fig. 9~a!. Hence the probability
in the excited spin–orbit channel settles to a constant va

t

er

FIG. 10. Cumulative probability of dissociation to Na1I( 2P1/2) and
Na1I( 2P3/2) products. Note the step-wise buildup of the probability in t
Na1I( 2P3/2) channel separated by; 1.3 ps, the time of oscillation of the
wave packet in the potential well of theA01 electronic state. The probabil
ity for dissociation to Na1I( 2P1/2) channel settles into a constant value
;0.8 ps.
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in about 0.8 ps, the time necessary for the first passage o
wave packet through the second avoided crossing.

Though the time-resolved dynamics of NaI predissoc
tion has been extensively explored in the past, much
attention has been devoted to the absorption spectrum
particular, the influence of the spin–orbit coupling on t
absorption spectrum has not been investigated. Since
excited-state covalent potential curves are significan
modified in the Franck–Condon region by the addition
spin–orbit interaction, the absorption spectrum can be q
different. In Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, we show the partial pho
toabsorption spectra computed using Eq.~15! as a function
of the photon energy. The upper panel~a! shows the cross
section for the I(2P1/2) product and the lower panel~b! that
for the I(2P3/2) product. We have verified that Eqs.~8! and
~16! give identical results for the total cross section. The to
propagation time needed to resolve the features to the ex
shown in Fig. 11~b! is 240 ps. The I(2P1/2) spectrum shows
a discrete part in the wavelength range 310–325 nm an
smooth Gaussian envelope centered at 263 nm. The dis
part is magnified by a factor of 10 for clarity and it aris
from predissociation of the quasibound levels of theB01

adiabatic potential. These are the low-frequency compon
of the wave packet that lie close to the minimum of t
potential well. The smooth Gaussian part of the spectr
arises from the direct dissociation of the wave packet in
first transit through the second crossing point,R2 . The peak
value of the cross section occurs at a wavelength of 26
nm, in close agreement with the experimental value of 2
nm.33 That we do not observe any discrete lines in this reg
is due to the fact that the motion of the wave packet alo
the second crossing,R2 is more diabatic in nature, i.e., th
bound part of the wave packet follows the ionic curve
R>R2 . Alternatively, in the adiabatic representation, t

FIG. 11. Partial photoabsorption cross section of NaI~in cm2! as a function
of the photon wavelength in nm. The upper panel shows the partial di
ciation cross section for forming iodine atoms in excited (2P1/2) level and
the lower panel shows the dissociation cross section for producing io
atoms in the ground (2P3/2) state. The predissociating resonances in
upper panel are multiplied by a factor of 10. They belong to the same s
as in the lower panel. The broad envelopes in both panels form very e
during the dissociation process and have comparable magnitudes.
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wave packet motion on theB01 potential is mostly restricted
to R>R2 . However, this could change if the initial wav
packet is prepared differently.

The spectrum of the I(2P3/2) channel has also a Gaussia
envelope but superimposed with a series of extremely n
row resonances separated by broad window resonances
recur periodically. The peak of the distribution which occu
at a wavelength of 322 nm, compares well with the expe
mental value of 325 nm. We have carried out a sepa
calculation in which theB01 potential curve and the assoc
ated couplings are omitted. The absorption spectrum in
case is found to peak at 315 nm, significantly shifted fro
the experimental value.

The absorption spectrum in Fig. 11~b! resembles that
of LiF34 which also exhibits a series of broad~window! and
narrow resonances. As shown in the expanded view in
12, the window resonances in NaI are narrower than thos
LiF, owing to the longer time associated with the motion
the wave packet, and subsequent dispersion and interfere

We have verified that a Fourier transform of the sho
time autocorrelation function yields comparable values
the I(2P3/2) and I(2P1/2) photoabsorption peaks, a fac
that becomes obscured by the presence of long-lived r
nances in the I(2P3/2) partial cross section. This can be re
onciled by recognizing that the two diabatic covalent pote
tials couple to the ionic curve with nearly equal strength
R5Re .

The details of the absorption spectrum are related to s
cific features of the time-domain dynamics. This can be b
understood by examining the decay of the autocorrela
function with time. The initial decay determines the bro
features of the absorption spectrum: The shape and width
shown in Fig. 13. The initial decay occurs in a time span
about 20 fs which corresponds to an energy uncertainty
about 1670 cm21. This is roughly equal to the full width a
half maximum of the Gaussian envelope of the absorpt
spectrum. The narrow oscillations in Fig. 13 occur on a ti
scale of about 1.05 fs which translates into an energy un
tainty of about 31 500 cm21, equal to the vertical separatio
between the ground and excited states in the Franck–Con
region. The oscillations are driven by the diabatic coupli

o-

e

es
rly

FIG. 12. Expanded view of the absorption spectrum in a typical ene
range which show the broad and narrow resonances.
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elementV12, which is nonzero in the Franck–Condon r
gion. The spacing between the oscillations is constant
cause the energy spread of the wave packet created b
instantaneous excitation on the upper state is small comp
to the vertical excitation energy. The revival of the oscil
tions has an approximate period of about 4 to 5 fs, co
sponding to an energy of about 7000–8000 cm21. For short
propagation times, these revivals correspond to the bea
between the two covalent potentials which are stron
coupled to the ionic potential curve in the small-R region.

The finer details of the absorption spectrum are rela
to the longtime evolution of the wave packet and the ass
ated dispersion, revivals, and interference. This is show
Figs. 14~a! and 14~b!. The former depicts the autocorrelatio
function for the first 10 ps and shows two distinct tim
scales. The small background oscillations with constant
plitude and period of about 130 fs arise from the bound p
of the wave packet on theX01 state which has a sma
component in the first excited vibrational level,v951. The

FIG. 13. Modulus of the autocorrelation function vs time showing the ini
decay of the wave packet. The recurrence period of 4 to 5 fs is also evi

FIG. 14. Modulus of the autocorrelation function vs time showing the lo
time evolution of the wave packet. The upper panel shows the recurre
during the early stages of the evolution and the lower panel shows
complete loss of coherence of the wave packet after about 6 ps du
multiple recurrences and the reappearance of the coherence after
35–40 ps.
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energy separation betweenv950 andv951 vibrational lev-
els is consistent with the period of the oscillation. This o
curs because only part of the wave packet is transferre
the excited state by the action of the transition dipole m
ment. We mention that such features have not been expl
previously because the role of the transition dipole mom
is usually ignored and the diabatic coupling matrix eleme
are assumed to be localized near the crossing points.

The second type of oscillation in Fig. 14~a! with a time
scale of about 1.3 ps originate from the recurrent motion
the wave packet on theA01 and theB01 potential curves.
The envelope shows that the Gaussian shape is almost m
tained during the first return of the wave packet to t
Franck–Condon region. The additional structures seen a
the broad envelope in the subsequent revivals of the w
packet are due to the interference of different frequen
components of the wave packet during its undulatory mot
on the excited adiabatic potentials. Due to multiple interf
ences, the autocorrelation function develops more struc
for t.6 ps, and hence the recurrence period of 1.3 ps
longer holds. The longtime behavior of the autocorrelat
function in Fig. 14~b! shows continued dephasing of th
wave packet till about 35–40 ps and a gradual rephas
afterwards and is analogous to that of the bound surv
probability shown in Fig. 8. The dephasing and rephasing
the wave packet has been observed in experiments an
two-state wave packet dynamics calculations.3,7,8,14,35 The
rephasing occurs because the frequency components in
wave packet corresponding to the short-lived window re
nances have already decayed and those corresponding t
narrow resonances continue to interfere.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The dynamics of NaI predissociation is explored usi
newly constructedab initio potential energy curves, trans
tion dipole moments and spin–orbit coupling matrix e
ments. The three lowest 01 potential curves in a diabatic
representation are used to elucidate the quantum dyna
using a coupled-channel wave packet approach. The ti
dependence of the survival probability of the wave packe
found to be in accord with femtosecond pump–probe exp
mental data. In particular, the observed rapid decay of
survival probability with time is near quantitatively repro
duced in our calculations. The dephasing and rephasin
the wave packet observed on a timescale of about 30–4
in the pump–probe experiments is also reproduced by
calculation and we predict similar recurrences to continue
at least 200 ps or longer. The details of the dynamics t
give rise to specific features in the frequency resolved
sorption spectrum are studied and analyzed through the t
dependence of the autocorrelation function. Partial cross
tions for producing the ground I(2P3/2) and excited I(2P1/2)
states of the iodine atom are calculated and found to pea
excitation wavelengths of 322 and 263 nm, respectively
accord with experimental data, further demonstrating that
new potential curves provide a reliable description of t
predissociation dynamics.
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